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The Magic of Reality-Richard Dawkins 2012-09-11 Richard Dawkins, bestselling author and the world’s
most celebrated evolutionary biologist, has spent his career elucidating the many wonders of science.
Here, he takes a broader approach and uses his unrivaled explanatory powers to illuminate the ways in
which the world really works. Filled with clever thought experiments and jaw-dropping facts, The Magic of
Reality explains a stunningly wide range of natural phenomena: How old is the universe? Why do the
continents look like disconnected pieces of a jigsaw puzzle? What causes tsunamis? Why are there so
many kinds of plants and animals? Who was the first man, or woman? Starting with the magical, mythical
explanations for the wonders of nature, Dawkins reveals the exhilarating scientific truths behind these
occurrences. This is a page-turning detective story that not only mines all the sciences for its clues but
primes the reader to think like a scientist as well.
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The Magic of Reality-Richard Dawkins 2012-09-11 The best-selling author of The God Delusion and the
artist of such award-winning graphic novels as Wizard and Glass address key scientific questions
previously explained by rich mythologies, from the evolution of the first humans and the life cycle of stars
to the principles of a rainbow and the origins of the universe. 150,000 first printing.
The Magic of Reality-Richard Dawkins 2011-10-04 Magic takes many forms. Supernatural magic is what
our ancestors used in order to explain the world before they developed the scientific method. The ancient
Egyptians explained the night by suggesting the goddess Nut swallowed the sun. The Vikings believed a
rainbow was the gods’ bridge to earth. The Japanese used to explain earthquakes by conjuring a gigantic
catfish that carried the world on its back—earthquakes occurred each time it flipped its tail. These are
magical, extraordinary tales. But there is another kind of magic, and it lies in the exhilaration of
discovering the real answers to these questions. It is the magic of reality—science. Packed with clever
thought experiments, dazzling illustrations and jaw-dropping facts, The Magic of Reality explains a
stunningly wide range of natural phenomena. What is stuff made of? How old is the universe? Why do the
continents look like disconnected pieces of a puzzle? What causes tsunamis? Why are there so many kinds
of plants and animals? Who was the first man, or woman? This is a page-turning, graphic detective story
that not only mines all the sciences for its clues but primes the reader to think like a scientist as well.
Richard Dawkins, the world’s most famous evolutionary biologist and one of science education’s most
passionate advocates, has spent his career elucidating the wonders of science for adult readers. But now,
in a dramatic departure, he has teamed up with acclaimed artist Dave McKean and used his unrivaled
explanatory powers to share the magic of science with readers of all ages. This is a treasure trove for
anyone who has ever wondered how the world works. Dawkins and McKean have created an illustrated
guide to the secrets of our world—and the universe beyond—that will entertain and inform for years to
come.
The Oxford Book of Modern Science Writing-Richard Dawkins 2009 An anthology of diverse and inspiring
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pieces to browse and to treasure. It shows the many of the best scientists have displayed as much
imagination and skill with the pen as in the laboratory.
Climbing Mount Improbable-Richard Dawkins 1997-09-17 A brilliant book celebrating improbability as the
engine that drives life, by the acclaimed author of The Selfish Gene and The Blind Watchmaker. The
human eye is so complex and works so precisely that surely, one might believe, its current shape and
function must be the product of design. How could such an intricate object have come about by chance?
Tackling this subject—in writing that the New York Times called "a masterpiece"—Richard Dawkins builds
a carefully reasoned and lovingly illustrated argument for evolutionary adaptation as the mechanism for
life on earth. The metaphor of Mount Improbable represents the combination of perfection and
improbability that is epitomized in the seemingly "designed" complexity of living things. Dawkins skillfully
guides the reader on a breathtaking journey through the mountain's passes and up its many peaks to
demonstrate that following the improbable path to perfection takes time. Evocative illustrations
accompany Dawkins's eloquent descriptions of extraordinary adaptations such as the teeming populations
of figs, the intricate silken world of spiders, and the evolution of wings on the bodies of flightless animals.
And through it all runs the thread of DNA, the molecule of life, responsible for its own destiny on an
unending pilgrimage through time. Climbing Mount Improbable is a book of great impact and skill, written
by the most prominent Darwinian of our age.
Outgrowing God-Richard Dawkins 2019-10-08 Should we believe in God? In this brisk introduction to
modern atheism, one of the world’s greatest science writers tells us why we shouldn’t. Richard Dawkins
was fifteen when he stopped believing in God. Deeply impressed by the beauty and complexity of living
things, he’d felt certain they must have had a designer. Learning about evolution changed his mind. Now
one of the world’s best and bestselling science communicators, Dawkins has given readers, young and old,
the same opportunity to rethink the big questions. In twelve fiercely funny, mind-expanding chapters,
Dawkins explains how the natural world arose without a designer—the improbability and beauty of the
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“bottom-up programming” that engineers an embryo or a flock of starlings—and challenges head-on some
of the most basic assumptions made by the world’s religions: Do you believe in God? Which one? Is the
Bible a “Good Book”? Is adhering to a religion necessary, or even likely, to make people good to one
another? Dissecting everything from Abraham’s abuse of Isaac to the construction of a snowflake,
Outgrowing God is a concise, provocative guide to thinking for yourself. Advance praise for Outgrowing
God “My son came home from his first day in the sixth grade with arms outstretched plaintively
demanding to know: ‘Have you ever heard of Jesus?’ We burst out laughing. Maybe not our finest
parenting moment, given that he was genuinely distraught. He felt that he had woken up one day to a
world in which his peers were expressing beliefs he found frighteningly unreasonable. He began
devouring books like The God Delusion, books that helped him formulate his own arguments and helped
him stand his ground. Dawkins’s new book is special in the terrain of atheists’ pleas for humanism and
rationalism precisely since it speaks to those most vulnerable to the coercive tactics of religion. As
Dawkins himself says in the dedication, this book is for ‘all young people when they’re old enough to
decide for themselves.’ It is also, I must add, for their parents.”—Janna Levin, author of Black Hole Blues
“When someone is considering atheism I tell them to read the Bible first and then Dawkins. Outgrowing
God—second only to the Bible!”—Penn Jillette, author of God, No!
Unweaving the Rainbow-Richard Dawkins 2000-04-05 From the New York Times–bestselling author of
Science in the Soul. “If any recent writing about science is poetic, it is this” (The Wall Street Journal). Did
Sir Isaac Newton “unweave the rainbow” by reducing it to its prismatic colors, as John Keats contended?
Did he, in other words, diminish beauty? Far from it, says acclaimed scientist Richard Dawkins; Newton’s
unweaving is the key too much of modern astronomy and to the breathtaking poetry of modern cosmology.
Mysteries don’t lose their poetry because they are solved: the solution often is more beautiful than the
puzzle, uncovering deeper mysteries. With the wit, insight, and spellbinding prose that have made him a
bestselling author, Dawkins takes up the most important and compelling topics in modern science, from
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astronomy and genetics to language and virtual reality, combining them in a landmark statement of the
human appetite for wonder. This is the book Dawkins was meant to write: A brilliant assessment of what
science is (and isn’t), a tribute to science not because it is useful but because it is uplifting. “A love letter
to science, an attempt to counter the perception that science is cold and devoid of aesthetic sensibility . . .
Rich with metaphor, passionate arguments, wry humor, colorful examples, and unexpected connections,
Dawkins’ prose can be mesmerizing.” —San Francisco Chronicle “Brilliance and wit.” —The New Yorker
Quantum Man: Richard Feynman's Life in Science (Great Discoveries)-Lawrence M. Krauss 2012-03-26
Traces the colorful, turbulent life of the Nobel Prize-winning physicist, from the death of his childhood
sweetheart during the Manhattan Project to his rise as an icon in the scientific community.
Science in the Soul-Richard Dawkins 2017-08-08 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The legendary
biologist and bestselling author mounts a timely and passionate defense of science and clear thinking with
this career-spanning collection of essays, including twenty pieces published in the United States for the
first time. For decades, Richard Dawkins has been a brilliant scientific communicator, consistently
illuminating the wonders of nature and attacking faulty logic. Science in the Soul brings together forty-two
essays, polemics, and paeans—all written with Dawkins’s characteristic erudition, remorseless wit, and
unjaded awe of the natural world. Though it spans three decades, this book couldn’t be more timely or
more urgent. Elected officials have opened the floodgates to prejudices that have for half a century been
unacceptable or at least undercover. In a passionate introduction, Dawkins calls on us to insist that reason
take center stage and that gut feelings, even when they don’t represent the stirred dark waters of
xenophobia, misogyny, or other blind prejudice, should stay out of the voting booth. And in the essays
themselves, newly annotated by the author, he investigates a number of issues, including the importance
of empirical evidence, and decries bad science, religion in the schools, and climate-change deniers.
Dawkins has equal ardor for “the sacred truth of nature” and renders here with typical virtuosity the
glories and complexities of the natural world. Woven into an exploration of the vastness of geological time,
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for instance, is the peculiar history of the giant tortoises and the sea turtles—whose journeys between
water and land tell us a deeper story about evolution. At this moment, when so many highly placed people
still question the fact of evolution, Dawkins asks what Darwin would make of his own legacy—“a mixture
of exhilaration and exasperation”—and celebrates science as possessing many of religion’s
virtues—“explanation, consolation, and uplift”—without its detriments of superstition and prejudice. In a
world grown irrational and hostile to facts, Science in the Soul is an essential collection by an
indispensable author. Praise for Science in the Soul “Compelling . . . rendered in gloriously spiky and
opinionated prose . . . [Dawkins is] one of the great science popularizers of the last half-century.”—The
Christian Science Monitor “Dawkins is a ferocious polemicist, a defender of reason and enemy of
superstition.”—John Horgan, Scientific American
An Appetite For Wonder: The Making of a Scientist-Richard Dawkins 2013-09-12 Born to parents who
were enthusiastic naturalists, and linked through his wider family to a clutch of accomplished scientists,
Richard Dawkins was bound to have biology in his genes. But what were the influences that shaped his
life? And who inspired him to become the pioneering scientist and public thinker now famous (and
infamous to some) around the world? In An Appetite for Wonder we join him on a personal journey from
an enchanting childhood in colonial Africa, through the eccentricities of boarding school in England, to his
studies at the University of Oxford’s dynamic Zoology Department, which sparked his radical new vision of
Darwinism, The Selfish Gene. Through Dawkins’s honest self-reflection, touching reminiscences and witty
anecdotes, we are finally able to understand the private influences that shaped the public man who, more
than anyone else in his generation, explained our own origins.
Brief Candle in the Dark-Richard Dawkins 2015-09-29 In this hugely entertaining sequel to the New York
Times bestselling memoir An Appetite for Wonder, Richard Dawkins delves deeply into his intellectual life
spent kick-starting new conversations about science, culture, and religion and writing yet another of the
most audacious and widely read books of the twentieth century—The God Delusion. Called “one of the
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best nonfiction writers alive today” (Stephen Pinker) and a “prize-fighter” (Nature), Richard Dawkins
cheerfully, mischievously, looks back on a lifetime of tireless intellectual adventure and engagement.
Exploring the halls of intellectual inquiry and stardom he encountered after the publication of his seminal
work, The Selfish Gene; affectionately lampooning the world of academia, publishing, and television; and
studding the pages with funny stories about the great men and women he’s known, Dawkins offers a
candid look at the events and ideas that encouraged him to shift his attention to the intersection of
culture, religion, and science. He also invites the reader to look more closely at the brilliant succession of
ten influential books that grew naturally out of his busy life, highlighting the ideas that connect them and
excavating their origins. On the publication of his tenth book, the smash hit, The God Delusion, a
“resounding trumpet blast for truth” (Matt Ridley), Richard Dawkins was catapulted from mere
intellectual stardom into a circle of celebrity thinkers dubbed, “The New Atheists”—including Christopher
Hitchens, Sam Harris, and Daniel Dennett. Throughout A Brief Candle in the Dark, Dawkins shares with
us his infectious sense of wonder at the natural world, his enjoyment of the absurdities of human
interaction, and his bracing awareness of life’s brevity: all of which have made a deep imprint on our
culture.
Why Darwin Matters-Michael Shermer 2007-04-01 A creationist-turned-scientist demonstrates the facts of
evolution and exposes Intelligent Design's real agenda Science is on the defensive. Half of Americans
reject the theory of evolution and "Intelligent Design" campaigns are gaining ground. Classroom by
classroom, creationism is overthrowing biology. In Why Darwin Matters, bestselling author Michael
Shermer explains how the newest brand of creationism appeals to our predisposition to look for a designer
behind life's complexity. Shermer decodes the scientific evidence to show that evolution is not "just a
theory" and illustrates how it achieves the design of life through the bottom-up process of natural
selection. Shermer, once an evangelical Christian and a creationist, argues that Intelligent Design
proponents are invoking a combination of bad science, political antipathy, and flawed theology. He refutes
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their pseudoscientific arguments and then demonstrates why conservatives and people of faith can and
should embrace evolution. He then appraises the evolutionary questions that truly need to be settled,
building a powerful argument for science itself. Cutting the politics away from the facts, Why Darwin
Matters is an incisive examination of what is at stake in the debate over evolution.
The Selfish Gene-Charles Simonyi Professor of the Public Understanding of Science Richard Dawkins 1989
An ethologist shows man to be a gene machine whose world is one of savage competition and deceit
The God Delusion. 10th Anniversary Edition-Richard Dawkins 2016-05-19 The God Delusion caused a
sensation when it was published in 2006. Within weeks it became the most hotly debated topic, with
Dawkins himself branded as either saint or sinner for presenting his hard-hitting, impassioned rebuttal of
religion of all types. His argument could hardly be more topical. While Europe is becoming increasingly
secularized, the rise of religious fundamentalism, whether in the Middle East or Middle America, is
dramatically and dangerously dividing opinion around the world. In America, and elsewhere, a vigorous
dispute between 'intelligent design' and Darwinism is seriously undermining and restricting the teaching
of science. In many countries religious dogma from medieval times still serves to abuse basic human
rights such as women's and gay rights. And all from a belief in a God whose existence lacks evidence of
any kind. Dawkins attacks God in all his forms. He eviscerates the major arguments for religion and
demonstrates the supreme improbability of a supreme being. He shows how religion fuels war, foments
bigotry and abuses children. The God Delusion is a brilliantly argued, fascinating polemic that will be
required reading for anyone interested in this most emotional and important subject.
God, No!-Penn Jillette 2011-08-16 A scathingly funny reinterpretation of the Ten Commandments from the
larger, louder half of world-famous magic duo Penn and Teller reveals an atheist's experience in the
world: from performing on the Vegas strip with Siegfried and Roy to children and fatherhood to his
ongoing dialogue with proselytizers of the Christian Right and the joys of sex while scuba-diving, Penn has
an outrageous sense of humor and a brilliantly entertaining opinion on, well, anything you care to think of.
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The Grid-Gretchen Bakke 2016-07-26 One of Bill Gates's Favorite Books of 2016 A revelatory look at our
national power grid--how it developed, its current flaws, and how it must be completely reimagined for our
fast-approaching energy future. America's electrical grid, an engineering triumph of the twentieth
century, is turning out to be a poor fit for the present. It's not just that the grid has grown old and is now
in dire need of basic repair. Today, as we invest great hope in new energy sources--solar, wind, and other
alternatives--the grid is what stands most firmly in the way of a brighter energy future. If we hope to
realize this future, we need to reimagine the grid according to twenty-first-century values. It's a project
which forces visionaries to work with bureaucrats, legislators with storm-flattened communities,
moneymen with hippies, and the left with the right. And though it might not yet be obvious, this revolution
is already well under way. Cultural anthropologist Gretchen Bakke unveils the many facets of America's
energy infrastructure, its most dynamic moments and its most stable ones, and its essential role in
personal and national life. The grid, she argues, is an essentially American artifact, one which developed
with us: a product of bold expansion, the occasional foolhardy vision, some genius technologies, and
constant improvisation. Most of all, her focus is on how Americans are changing the grid right now,
sometimes with gumption and big dreams and sometimes with legislation or the brandishing of guns. The
Grid tells--entertainingly, perceptively--the story of what has been called "the largest machine in the
world": its fascinating history, its problematic present, and its potential role in a brighter, cleaner future.
The Selfish Gene-Richard Dawkins 2016-05-26 The million copy international bestseller, critically
acclaimed and translated into over 25 languages. As influential today as when it was first published, The
Selfish Gene has become a classic exposition of evolutionary thought. Professor Dawkins articulates a
gene's eye view of evolution - a view giving centre stage to these persistent units of information, and in
which organisms can be seen as vehicles for their replication. This imaginative, powerful, and stylistically
brilliant work not only brought the insights of Neo-Darwinism to a wide audience, but galvanized the
biology community, generating much debate and stimulating whole new areas of research. Forty years
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later, its insights remain as relevant today as on the day it was published. This 40th anniversary edition
includes a new epilogue from the author discussing the continuing relevance of these ideas in evolutionary
biology today, as well as the original prefaces and foreword, and extracts from early reviews. Oxford
Landmark Science books are 'must-read' classics of modern science writing which have crystallized big
ideas, and shaped the way we think.
My Book of Rocks and Minerals-Devin Dennie 2017-07-11 A children's visual reference that explains what
rocks and minerals are, how they form, and how they're used, and even highlights record breakers and
myths. My Book of Rocks and Minerals is filled with fascinating facts about and amazing images of rocks,
minerals, gems, and fossils from the deepest caves to outer space. Features introduce different categories,
from diamonds to quartz to glow-in-the-dark minerals and space rocks, and illuminating images provide a
closer look and show amazing geological formations. Kids can take their fascination even one step further
and use the catalog and activity pages and checklist to help them collect and group rocks and discover
how different rock types fit into the world around them. Colorful and informative, My Book of Rocks and
Minerals gives kids the expert knowledge they crave and will have them digging deep to discover all they
can about rocks, minerals, gems, and fossils.
How To Keep Dinosaurs-Robert Mash 2020-10-15 'Who could resist a handbook about potential pets that
has a little symbol for "likes children" and a separate one for "likes children to eat"... wonderful'
GUARDIAN Hollywood and the popular press would have us believe that all dinosaurs are gigantic, hostile
and untameable. In fact, there are many species that make charming and even useful companions:
Velociraptor - a splendid, loyal, fierce, friend Deinonychus - will not eat dog food (dogs are another
matter) Tyrannosaurus - least suitable to keep; will need special licence Ornithomimus - an appealing first
dinosaur for the child anxious for her first ride This book advises you which dinosaur is right for you and
your home, from the city apartment dweller looking for a lap pet, to the country estate owner looking to
tighten up on security. HOW TO KEEP DINOSAURS is a bestselling guide, packed with the sort of
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information keen dinosaur keepers crave - from feeding and housing to curing common ailments, breeding
and showing your animal. The author, a zoologist with extensive experience of dinosaurs, has provided a
timely and much-needed source book for all those who keep dinosaurs and for the huge numbers who are
contemplating getting one. It is as essential to every dinosaur keeper as a stout shovel and a tranquilliser
rifle.
The Blind Watchmaker-Richard Dawkins 2006 Patiently and lucidly, this Los Angeles Times Book Award
and Royal Society of Literature Heinemann Prize winner identifies the aspects of the theory of evolution
that people find hard to believe and removes the barriers to credibility one by one. "As readable and
vigorous a defense of Darwinism as has been published since 1859".--The Economist.
The Good Man Jesus and the Scoundrel Christ-Philip Pullman 2010-04-21 A thought-provoking retelling of
the Gospel story from an atheist perspective. Upon its hardcover publication, renowned author Philip
Pullman’s The Good Man Jesus and the Scoundrel Christ provoked heated debates and stirred a frenzy of
controversy throughout the clerical and literary worlds alike with its bold retelling of the life of Jesus
Christ. In this remarkable piece of fiction, famously atheistic author Philip Pullman challenges the events
of the Gospels and puts forward his own compelling and plausible version of the life of Jesus. Written with
unstinting authority, The Good Man Jesus and the Scoundrel Christ is a pithy, erudite, subtle, and
powerful book by a beloved author, a text to be read and reread, studied and unpacked, much like the
Good Book itself. “The erudite fantasy author, Philip Pullman, makes explicit his complaint against
Christian dogma with [this] challenging deconstruction of the Gospels.” —Entertainment Weekly
“Inspiring . . . Again and again, [Pullman] displays a marvelous sense of the elemental power of Jesus’s
instructions and parables.” —The Washington Post
My Name Is Stardust-Bailey Harris 2020-09 Everything in our solar system is made of stardust, including
YOU! This beautiful scientific fact helps us understand our connection to the cosmos and everything in the
world around us. A wondrous STEM book for children which explores the formation of our solar system,
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our planets, and evolution on our magnificent planet Earth. Written by a father daughter duo and edited
by Dr. Eric Meikle, former Education Project Director at the National Center for Science Education, to
include both science fact and wonderment. A full glossary of scientific terms are included at the back of
the book. My Name is Stardust is fully illustrated in watercolor and is a beautiful book that gets children
excited about science and their connection to the cosmos.
THE MAGIC-Rhonda Byrne 2012-03-06 A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for
every reader.
The Magic Detectives-Joe Nickell Educational studies indicate a critical lack of scientific awareness in
children and young adults. Is it because science is no longer perceived as challenging, interesting, or just
plain fun? Looking for scientific facts can be as enjoyable as playing detective.Joe Nickell realized that a
mere series of debunking stories might hold a child's interest, yet not kindle the development of critical
skills. If children could be fully involved in the investigation of strange occurences . . . if the investigations
could have all the thrill of a ghost story yet reinforce rational over irrational thought, and science over
superstition . . . then the book as a whole would be an appealing introduction to logic, critical analysis,
and the scientific method in action.In The Magic Detectives, Nickell presents thirty paranormal
investigations in the form of brief mystery stories. Clues are embedded in each story; at the end of each
account, the child can turn the book upside down to reveal the conclusion that professional magic
detectives have already reached. Included are examinations of the mummy's curse, bigfoot, haunted
stairways, the Amityville Horror, the Loch Ness monster, poltergeists, and more.The note to teachers
which follows the text of the book recommends that The Magic Detectives be used as an illustrative aid for
teaching valuable skills to young people. Nickell makes specific suggestions for assignments, and includes
a list of references consulted which can serve as a list for further reading.. . . an ingenious science book in
disguise . . . A splendid way to teach children scientific principles and logic. -Children's HouseThis is a
terrific book that helps to build and nurture critical thinking skills in children. . . -Georgetown
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News/TimesA splendid vehicle for awakening interest in both the world of the paranormal and the
skeptic's efforts to provide scientific explanations of unreasonable claims. -Skeptical InquirerJoe Nickell,
Senior Research Fellow for the Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal
(CSICOP), is a former stage magician and private detective. See www.joenickell.com
The Mechanical Mind of John Coggin-Elinor Teele 2016-04-12 Roald Dahl meets The Penderwicks in this
quirky, humorous, whimsical, and heartwarming middle grade debut about two siblings who run away
from home to escape working in the family coffin business. John Coggin is no ordinary boy. He is devising
an invention that nobody has ever seen before, something that just might change the world, or at least
make life a little bit better for him and his little sister, Page. But that’s only when he can sneak a break
from his loathsome job—building coffins for the family business under the beady gaze of his cruel GreatAunt Beauregard. When Great-Aunt Beauregard informs John that she’s going to make him a permanent
partner in Coggin Family Coffins—and train Page to be an undertaker—John and Page hit the road. Before
long, they’ve fallen in with a host of colorful characters, all of whom, like John and Page, are in search of a
place they can call home. But home isn’t something you find so much as something you fight for, and John
soon realizes that he and Page are in for the fight of their lives.
A Force for Good-Daniel Goleman 2015-06-23 For more than half a century, in such books as The Art of
Happiness and The Dalai Lama’s Little Book of Inner Peace, the Dalai Lama has guided us along the path
to compassion and taught us how to improve our inner lives. In A Force for Good, with the help of his
longtime friend Daniel Goleman, the New York Times bestselling author of Emotional Intelligence, the
Dalai Lama explains how to turn our compassionate energy outward. This revelatory and inspiring work
provides a singular vision for transforming the world in practical and positive ways. Much more than just
the most prominent exponent of Tibetan Buddhism, the Fourteenth Dalai Lama is also a futurist who
possesses a profound understanding of current events and a remarkable canniness for modern social
issues. When he takes the stage worldwide, people listen. A Force for Good combines the central concepts
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of the Dalai Lama, empirical evidence that supports them, and true stories of people who are putting his
ideas into action—showing how harnessing positive energies and directing them outward has lasting and
meaningful effects. Goleman details the science of compassion and how this singular guiding motivation
has the power to • break such destructive social forces as corruption, collusion, and bias • heal the planet
by refocusing our concerns toward our impact on the systems that support all life • reverse the tendency
toward systemic inequity through transparency and accountability • replace violence with dialogue •
counter us-and-them thinking by recognizing human oneness • create new economic systems that work for
everyone, not just the powerful and rich • design schooling that teaches empathy, self-mastery, and ethics
Millions of people have turned to the Dalai Lama for his unparalleled insight into living happier, more
purposeful lives. Now, when the world needs his guidance more than ever, he shows how every
compassion-driven human act—no matter how small—is integral for a more peaceful, harmonious world,
building a force for a better future. Revelatory, motivating, and highly persuasive, A Force for Good is
arguably the most important work from one of the world’s most influential spiritual and political figures.
Praise for A Force for Good “A Force for Good offers ideas that every individual can work with and build
on, ranging from things that help the environment to things that help the less fortunate. [It’s] a longrange, global plan from a brilliant futuristic thinker, so this is a book that can be of value to any human
living on Earth. When you’re ready for a jolt of optimism, pick up this book.”—Pop Culture Nerd “Far from
being a self-help book, this examines specific ideas espoused by the Dalai Lama, such as emotional
hygiene, compassionate economy, and education of the heart that can make the world a better place. An
optimistic and thoughtful primer with practical applications.”—Booklist From the Hardcover edition.
The Greatest Show on Earth-Richard Dawkins 2009-09-22 Richard Dawkins transformed our view of God
in his blockbuster, The God Delusion, which sold more than 2 million copies in English alone. He
revolutionized the way we see natural selection in the seminal bestseller The Selfish Gene. Now, he
launches a fierce counterattack against proponents of "Intelligent Design" in his New York Times
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bestseller, The Greatest Show on Earth. "Intelligent Design" is being taught in our schools; educators are
being asked to "teach the controversy" behind evolutionary theory. There is no controversy. Dawkins sifts
through rich layers of scientific evidence—from living examples of natural selection to clues in the fossil
record; from natural clocks that mark the vast epochs wherein evolution ran its course to the intricacies of
developing embryos; from plate tectonics to molecular genetics—to make the airtight case that "we find
ourselves perched on one tiny twig in the midst of a blossoming and flourishing tree of life and it is no
accident, but the direct consequence of evolution by non-random selection." His unjaded passion for the
natural world turns what might have been a negative argument, exposing the absurdities of the creationist
position, into a positive offering to the reader: nothing less than a master’s vision of life, in all its splendor.
The Gospel of the Flying Spaghetti Monster-Bobby Henderson 2010-04-07 CAN I GET A “RAMEN” FROM
THE CONGREGATION?! Behold the Church of the Flying Spaghetti Monster (FSM), today’s fastest
growing carbohydrate-based religion. According to church founder Bobby Henderson, the universe and all
life within it were created by a mystical and divine being: the Flying Spaghetti Monster. What drives the
FSM’s devout followers, a.k.a. Pastafarians? Some say it’s the assuring touch from the FSM’s “noodly
appendage.” Then there are those who love the worship service, which is conducted in pirate talk and
attended by congregants in dashing buccaneer garb. Still others are drawn to the Church’s flimsy moral
standards, religious holidays every Friday, or the fact that Pastafarian heaven is way cooler: Does your
heaven have a Stripper Factory and a Beer Volcano? Intelligent Design has finally met its match–and it has
nothing to do with apes or the Olive Garden of Eden. Within these pages, Bobby Henderson outlines the
true facts– dispelling such malicious myths as evolution (“only a theory”), science (“only a lot of theories”),
and whether we’re really descended from apes (fact: Humans share 95 percent of their DNA with
chimpanzees, but they share 99.9 percent with pirates!) See what impressively credentialed top scientists
have to say: “If Intelligent Design is taught in schools, equal time should be given to the FSM theory and
the non-FSM theory.” –Professor Douglas Shaw, Ph.D. “Do not be hypocritical. Allow equal time for other
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alternative ‘theories’ like FSMism, which is by far the tastier choice.” –J. Simon, Ph.D. “In my scientific
opinion, when comparing the two theories, FSM theory seems to be more valid than classic ID theory.”
–Afshin Beheshti, Ph.D. Read the book and decide for yourself! From the Trade Paperback edition.
The Light of Days-Judy Batalion 2021-04-06 One of the most important stories of World War II, already
optioned by Steven Spielberg for a major motion picture: a spectacular, searing history that brings to light
the extraordinary accomplishments of brave Jewish women who became resistance fighters—a group of
unknown heroes whose exploits have never been chronicled in full, until now. Witnesses to the brutal
murder of their families and neighbors and the violent destruction of their communities, a cadre of Jewish
women in Poland—some still in their teens—helped transform the Jewish youth groups into resistance cells
to fight the Nazis. With courage, guile, and nerves of steel, these “ghetto girls” paid off Gestapo guards,
hid revolvers in loaves of bread and jars of marmalade, and helped build systems of underground bunkers.
They flirted with German soldiers, bribed them with wine, whiskey, and home cooking, used their Aryan
looks to seduce them, and shot and killed them. They bombed German train lines and blew up a town’s
water supply. They also nursed the sick and taught children. Yet the exploits of these courageous
resistance fighters have remained virtually unknown. As propulsive and thrilling as Hidden Figures, In the
Garden of Beasts, Band of Brothers, and A Train in Winter, The Light of Days at last tells the true story of
these incredible women whose courageous yet little-known feats have been eclipsed by time. Judy
Batalion—the granddaughter of Polish Holocaust survivors—takes us back to 1939 and introduces us to
Renia Kukielka, a weapons smuggler and messenger who risked death traveling across occupied Poland
on foot and by train. Joining Renia are other women who served as couriers, armed fighters, intelligence
agents, and saboteurs, all who put their lives in mortal danger to carry out their missions. Batalion follows
these women through the savage destruction of the ghettos, arrest and internment in Gestapo prisons and
concentration camps, and for a lucky few—like Renia, who orchestrated her own audacious escape from a
brutal Nazi jail—into the late 20th century and beyond. Powerful and inspiring, featuring twenty blackmagic-of-reality-dawkins
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and-white photographs, The Light of Days is an unforgettable true tale of war, the fight for freedom,
exceptional bravery, female friendship, and survival in the face of staggering odds.
Reality Is Not What It Seems-Carlo Rovelli 2018 "What are the elementary ingredients of the world? Do
time and space exist? And what exactly is reality? In elegant and accessible prose, theoretical physicist
Carlo Rovelli leads us on a wondrous journey from Democritus to Einstein, from Michael Faraday to
gravitational waves, and from classical physics to his own work in quantum gravity. As he shows us how
the idea of reality has evolved over time, Rovelli offers deeper explanations of the theories he introduced
so concisely in Seven Brief Lessons on Physics"--page 4 of cover.
Dawkins' God-Alister E. McGrath 2015-01-20 A fully updated new edition of a critically acclaimed
examination of the theories and writings of Richard Dawkins by a world-renowned expert on the relation
of science and religion Includes in-depth analysis of Dawkins’ landmark treatise The God Delusion (2006),
as well as coverage of his later popular works The Magic of Reality (2011) and The Greatest Show on
Earth (2011),and a new chapter on Dawkins as a popularizer of science Tackles Dawkins’ hostile and
controversial views on religion, and examine the religious implications of his scientific ideas including a
comprehensive investigation of the ‘selfish gene’ Written in an accessible and engaging style that will
appeal to anyone interested in better understanding the interplay between science and religion
A Devil's Chaplain-Richard Dawkins 2004-10-27 Essays on morality, mortality, and much more from the
New York Times–bestselling author of The Selfish Gene and The God Delusion. This early collection of
essays from renowned evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins is an enthusiastic declaration, a testament
to the power of rigorous scientific examination to reveal the wonders of the world. In these essays,
Dawkins revisits the meme, the unit of cultural information that he named and wrote about in his
groundbreaking work, The Selfish Gene. Here also are moving tributes to friends and colleagues,
including a eulogy for novelist Douglas Adams, author of The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy;
correspondence with fellow biologist Stephen Jay Gould; commentary on the events of 9/11; and visits with
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the famed paleoanthropologists Richard and Meave Leakey at their African wildlife preserve. Ending with
a vivid note to Dawkins’s ten-year-old daughter, reminding her to remain curious, ask questions, and live
the examined life, A Devil’s Chaplain is a fascinating read by “a man of firm opinions, which he expresses
with clarity and punch” (Scientific American).
Why We Believe in God(s)-J. Anderson Thomson 2014-07-01 In this groundbreaking volume, J. Anderson
Thomson, Jr., MD, with Clare Aukofer, offers a succinct yet comprehensive study of how and why the
human mind generates religious belief. Dr. Thomson, a highly respected practicing psychiatrist with
credentials in forensic psychiatry and evolutionary psychology, methodically investigates the components
and causes of religious belief in the same way any scientist would investigate the movement of
astronomical bodies or the evolution of life over time—that is, as a purely natural phenomenon. Providing
compelling evidence from psychology, the cognitive neurosciences, and related fields, he, with Ms.
Aukofer, presents an easily accessible and exceptionally convincing case that god(s) were created by
man—not vice versa. With this slim volume, Dr. Thomson establishes himself as a must-read thinker and
leading voice on the primacy of reason and science over superstition and religion.
God-Dan Barker 2018-03-06 What words come to mind when we think of God? Merciful? Just?
Compassionate? Delving deep into the Bible, former evangelical preacher Dan Barker uncovers God's
negative qualities: jealous, petty, unforgiving, bloodthirsty, vindictive--and worse! Witty and well
researched, this unique atheist book explains exactly why the Scripture shouldn't govern our everyday
lives. It makes a powerful argument for the separation of church and state.
The Ancestor's Tale-Richard Dawkins 2016-09-06 The renowned biologist and thinker Richard Dawkins
presents his most expansive work yet: a comprehensive look at evolution, ranging from the latest
developments in the field to his own provocative views. Loosely based on the form of Chaucer's
Canterbury Tales, Dawkins's Tale takes us modern humans back through four billion years of life on our
planet. As the pilgrimage progresses, we join with other organisms at the forty "rendezvous points" where
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we find a common ancestor. The band of pilgrims swells into a vast crowd as we join first with other
primates, then with other mammals, and so on back to the first primordial organism. Dawkins's brilliant,
inventive approach allows us to view the connections between ourselves and all other life in a bracingly
novel way. It also lets him shed bright new light on the most compelling aspects of evolutionary history
and theory: sexual selection, speciation, convergent evolution, extinction, genetics, plate tectonics,
geographical dispersal, and more. The Ancestor's Tale is at once a far-reaching survey of the latest, best
thinking on biology and a fascinating history of life on Earth. Here Dawkins shows us how remarkable we
are, how astonishing our history, and how intimate our relationship with the rest of the living world.
Ghostland: In Search of a Haunted Country-Edward Parnell 2019-10-17 SHORTLISTED FOR THE PEN
ACKERLEY PRIZE 2020 ‘A uniquely strange and wonderful work of literature’ Philip Hoare ‘An exciting
new voice’ Mark Cocker, author of Crow Country
How To Be Right-James O'Brien 2018-11-01 The voice of reason in a world that won’t shut up. The Sunday
Times Bestseller Every day, James O’Brien listens to people blaming hard-working immigrants for stealing
their jobs while scrounging benefits, and pointing their fingers at the EU and feminists for destroying
Britain. But what makes James’s daily LBC show such essential listening – and has made James a standout
social media star – is the incisive way he punctures their assumptions and dismantles their arguments live
on air, every single morning. In the bestselling How To Be Right, James provides a hilarious and
invigorating guide to talking to people with unchallenged opinions. With chapters on every lightning-rod
issue, James shows how people have been fooled into thinking the way they do, and in each case outlines
the key questions to ask to reveal fallacies, inconsistencies and double standards. If you ever get cornered
by ardent Brexiteers, Daily Mail disciples or corporate cronies, this book is your conversation survival
guide.
Should We Eat Meat?-Vaclav Smil 2013-03-18 Meat eating is often a contentious subject, whether
considering the technical, ethical, environmental, political, or health-related aspects of production and
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consumption. This book is a wide-ranging and interdisciplinary examination and critique of meat
consumption by humans, throughout their evolution and around the world. Setting the scene with a
chapter on meat’s role in human evolution and its growing influence during the development of
agricultural practices, the book goes on to examine modern production systems, their efficiencies,
outputs, and impacts. The major global trends of meat consumption are described in order to find out
what part its consumption plays in changing modern diets in countries around the world. The heart of the
book addresses the consequences of the "massive carnivory" of western diets, looking at the inefficiencies
of production and at the huge impacts on land, water, and the atmosphere. Health impacts are also
covered, both positive and negative. In conclusion, the author looks forward at his vision of “rational meat
eating”, where environmental and health impacts are reduced, animals are treated more humanely, and
alternative sources of protein make a higher contribution. Should We Eat Meat? is not an ideological tract
for or against carnivorousness but rather a careful evaluation of meat's roles in human diets and the
environmental and health consequences of its production and consumption. It will be of interest to a wide
readership including professionals and academics in food and agricultural production, human health and
nutrition, environmental science, and regulatory and policy making bodies around the world.
Fire and Brimstone-Michael Punke 2013-02-05 The author of the #1 New York Times bestseller, The
Revenant--basis for the award-winning motion picture starring Leonardo DiCaprio--tells the remarkable
story of the worst hard-rock mining disaster in American history. The worst hard-rock mining disaster in
American history began a half hour before midnight on June 8, 1917, when fire broke out in the North
Butte Mining Company's Granite Mountain shaft. Sparked more than two thousand feet below ground, the
fire spewed flames, smoke, and poisonous gas through a labyrinth of underground tunnels. Within an
hour, more than four hundred men would be locked in a battle to survive. Within three days, one hundred
and sixty-four of them would be dead. Fire and Brimstone recounts the remarkable stories of both the men
below ground and their families above, focusing on two groups of miners who made the incredible
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decision to entomb themselves to escape the gas. While the disaster is compelling in its own right, Fire
and Brimstone also tells a far broader story striking in its contemporary relevance. Butte, Montana, on the
eve of the North Butte disaster, was a volatile jumble of antiwar protest, an abusive corporate master,
seething labor unrest, divisive ethnic tension, and radicalism both left and right. It was a powder keg
lacking only a spark, and the mine fire would ignite strikes, murder, ethnic and political witch hunts,
occupation by federal troops, and ultimately a battle over presidential power.
Written in Stone (Icon Science)-Brian Switek 2017-03-02 Darwin’s theory of evolution was for more than a
century dogged by a major problem: the evidence proving the connections between the main groups of
organisms was nowhere to be found. By the 1970s this absence of ‘transitional fossils’ was hotly debated;
some palaeontologists wondered if these ‘missing links’ had been so quick that no trace of them was left.
However, during the past three decades fossils of walking whales from Pakistan, feathered dinosaurs from
China, fish with feet from the Arctic Circle, ape-like humans from Africa, and many more bizarre creatures
that fill in crucial gaps in our understanding of evolution have all been unearthed. The first account of the
hunt for evolution’s ‘missing links’, Written in Stone shows how these discoveries have revolutionised
palaeontology, and explores what its findings might mean for our place on earth.
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